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Any way you slice it,

whether your taste runs to theory, complex organizations, social problems, the family, the environment, law and penology, mass phenomena, or social policy issues, sociological abstracts (sa) and its sister database, Social Planning / Policy & Development Abstracts (SOPODA) will satisfy your intellectual hunger for the most timely and diverse information.

The sa and SOPODA databases offer in-depth abstracts from more than 1,800 core and ancillary journals published worldwide.

sa and SOPODA are available in three eminently palatable formats: online (from Data-Star, Dialog and DIMDI), in print, and now on CD-ROM as sociofile.

For a taste of what sociologists are cooking up, consult sociological abstracts and Social Planning / Policy & Development Abstracts!

And, don’t forget our newly revised Thesaurus of Sociological Indexing Terms (2nd Edition, 1989). It will add a special flavor to your search strategies.

Interested? Give us a nibble at:

sociological abstracts, inc.
P.O. Box 22206  San Diego, CA 92122-0206
Phone (619) 695-8803  FAX (619) 695-0416